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LORRIE PHOTOS FINALLY DISCOVERED!
(NATIONWIDE SEARCH CALLED OFF)

Eagan Area (AP) Since the
restraining order has lapsed,
Mike was joined the family in a
supervised series of visits. As
a long-time favorite of Janer,
Mike accepted the offer from the
Newsletter to report on both family news and rumors.
After spending an afternoon with the family, Mike has
filed his “known facts” findings below.
1. My Head Is As Large as Jeff’s Head: “All my life,
I have been under the impression that Jeff’s head
was the single largest melon in the world. However,
at our recent get-together, our craniums were
determined to be the same circumference.”
2. Dean Is Still Cute As Ever: “I have heard from
Joanie but never believed it: Dean is as cute as a
button: a cute, hairy, giggly button.”
3. Uncle Bing Is The Funniest Family Member:
“After seeing some photos of Lorrie, I was reminded
of our family’s vaudevillian days. But none of them
could hold a candle to Uncle Bing.”
4. I Find No Humor In Vomit Stories About Me:
“So I throw up in Janer’s front yard once during the
Bicentennial and I still need to hear about it? I think it
is much more enjoyable when we make fun of (Little)
Billy Miller, either Liverseed boy or Jack.”
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Faribault (AP) The Poirer Drugstore photo
vigil ended last week when the news of two
photos of Lorrie being “discovered” and sent
to Mom’s Newsletter. Long known as the
Greta Garbo of the family, Lorrie has made a
conscious effort to avoid photographers since
the early 1990’s. “I want to be alone, unless
Aunt Lorraine is cooking something,” says the
eldest and most mysterious daughter of Judy.
No one in the family is claiming responsibility
for finally providing the newsletter staff the
photos, but a few rumors abound at the list of
possible co-conspirators. An Atlantic City
casino has provided the following odds for the
potential source of the photos:
Her Children: (4 to 1) It is unknown if it was
Cassie or Andy (or both) but they had the
motivation, the opportunity and the largest
collection of pictures this side of Morristown.
Las Vegas Police Department: (6 to 1)
Although the saying is “What Happens in Las
Vegas, Stays There,” that isn’t the case with
Lorrie. It is more like “What Happens in Las
Vegas is usually Lorrie’s fault.”
Frustrated Vizsla Competitors: (9 to 1) A
large group of Vizsla breeders who are tired of
getting their asses kicked by Lorrie and her
wonder dogs. The motivations to embarrass
her make this group of candidates highly
probable, even possible.
Mike Dapper: (14 to 1) A long time friend of
the family, Mike seems to know “a lot” about
Lorrie’s history from the mid-eighties.

